
Keep Portfolios On Target 
With Streamlined Rebalancing
Changing market conditions require
increased attention to the composition 
of your clients’ portfolios. Rebalancing is
essential to stay on strategy, but it can 
be complex and time consuming. Black 
Diamond℠ makes it easy. Our cloud-based
platform includes a multi-custodial rebal-
ancing solution that allows you to rebalance
any account, portfolio or household and
automatically create trade files for each
custodian, no matter where the assets 
are held. The rebalancing solution is native
to and seamlessly integrated with Black
Diamond.℠

The Black Diamond℠ integrated rebalancing
solution provides easy-to-use workflows to
benefit your business:
� Use tactical asset allocation to manage

portfolio and target adjustments based
on scenarios you define

� Gain awareness into your client’s current
tax situation and insight into cost basis
and the gain/loss implications of pro-
posed trades

� Allocate cash across accounts or raise 
a designated cash amount during 
rebalancing

� Automatically identify flows to and from
separate managers

Flexible Yet Powerful
The Black Diamond℠ rebalancing solution is
designed for ease of implementation and
use. Some third-party rebalancing providers
can be complex and expensive to maintain
and custodial-specific rebalancing tools
may only handle the accounts held by their
respective custodians. Black Diamond℠ 
provides you with a flexible, multi-custodial
solution that’s built right into the platform
at no extra cost.

Black Diamond℠Rebalancing Update

“We were excited when we
realized that rebalancing 
was included right in Black
Diamond,℠ where our data 
is already held.  It saved us
from having to buy a separate
system for rebalancing.”

“It’s fantastic that there’s no
additional work needed to
compile our data to rebalance
right in in Black Diamond.℠”

Integrated Rebalancing for Your Workflow



Rebalancing Update

“Black Diamond℠ lets us rebal-
ance assets held elsewhere
with both quality and confi-
dence in the data.  If you use
your custodians’ systems,
they only rebalance what 
they hold, which means lots
more work.”

Save Time and Stay On Track
Black Diamond℠ provides everything you
need for systematic, streamlined rebalanc-
ing to keep your portfolios aligned with
objectives. Rebalancing features include:
� Multi-level model management
� Trade restriction checking
� Options for sell/buy logic
� Intraday pricing
� Powerful engine for batch rebalancing
� Interactive user interface for ad hoc

trade adjustments
� Blended asset target models
� Support for accounts with covered calls

or short positions 
� Trade exports for major custodial 

platforms

The Black Diamond℠ rebalancer continually 
benefits from client feedback and direction.
As enhancements and new features are
released, our cloud-based platform allows
new functionality to be made available
immediately.

Rebalancer enables holistic and tactical
rebalancing across custodians, portfolios,
and groups to keep your clients and your
firm efficient and on target. 

Trading and Rebalancing Options 
For Diverse Needs 
Our commitment is to be open, flexible, and
willing to adapt to the vision of our clients.
We realize that you want to choose the best
technology that works for your unique busi-
ness model. 

While more Black Diamond℠ clients choose
our integrated rebalancing solution, we rec-
ognize that you have other choices. To serve
the needs of more advisors and wealth man-
agers, our open platform supports integra-
tion with third-party tools such as RedBlack,
iRebal,® TRX, and BlazePortfolio’s ATOM
Align,® among others.

Join the Conversation

Generates Proposed Trades for Export
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� 100 Black Diamond℠ clients use
the built-in rebalancer

� 80 use third-party solutions


